Fluxionality of hydrogen ligands in Fe(H)2(H2)(PEtPh2)3.
Extensive computational investigations along with additional quasielastic neutron scattering data were used to obtain a consistent picture of the extensive fluxionality of hydride and dihydrogen ligands in Fe(H)(2)(H(2))(PEtPh(2))(3) over a wide range of temperatures from 1.5 to 320 K. We were able to identify three different regimes in the dynamical processes based on activation energies obtained from line spectral broadening. The rotational tunneling lines (coherent exchange of the two hydrogens of the H(2) ligand) are broadened with increasing temperature by incoherent exchange up to about 80 K at which point they merge into a quasielastic spectrum from 100 K to about 225 K. The effective activation energies for the two regions are 0.14 and 0.1 kcal mol(-1), respectively. A third dynamical process with a higher activation energy of 0.44 kcal mol(-1) dominates above 225 K, which we attribute to a quantum dynamical exchange of dihydrogen and hydride ligands. Our detailed density functional theory (DFT) structural calculations involving the three functionals (B3LYP, TPSS, and wB97XD) provide a good account of the experimental structure and rotational barriers when only the hydrogen ligands are relaxed. Full relaxation of the "gas-phase" molecule, however, appears to occur to a greater degree than what is possible in the crystal structure. The classical dihydrogen-hydride exchange path involves a cis-dihydrogen and tetrahydride structure with energies of 6.49 and 7.38 kcal mol(-1), respectively. Experimental observation of this process with much lower energies would seem to suggest involvement of translational tunneling in addition to the rotational tunneling. Dynamics of this type may be presumed to be important in hydrogen spillover from metal particles, and therefore need to be elucidated in an effort to utilize this phenomenon.